
 
Public Meeting 

Independent Office of Law Enforcement Review and Outreach (IOLERO) 
Community Advisory Council (CAC) 
February 5, 2017, 5:30pm-7:30pm 

PRMD Public Hearing Room, 2550 Ventura Ave., Santa Rosa CA 95403 
 

CAC Members: Joanne Brown (leave of absence), Rick Brown (Vice-Chair), Emilia Carbajal, Evelyn Cheatham (Chair), 
Elizabeth Cozine, Alma Roman Diaz, Jim Duffy, Ramon Meraz, Maria Pacheco, (two vacancies). 

1. CALL TO ORDER 
 

2. ROLL CALL             
  

3. ANNOUNCEMENTS; ADJUSTMENTS TO AGENDA; BRIEF MEMBER REPORTS (up to 10 minutes) 
 

4. GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE (up to 15 minutes) – discussion & possible action item 
• Governance Committee Self-Assessment Survey Results (up to 5 minutes) 
• Possible discussion from CAC members (up to 5 minutes) 
• Public Comment (up to 5 minutes) 

 
5. SONOMA COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE IMMIGRATION UPDATE (up to 45 minutes)—discussion  

· Presentation by Sonoma County Sheriff’s Office staff  (up to 15 minutes)  
· Discussion from CAC members (up to 15 minutes)  
· Public Comment (up to 15 minutes) 

6. HOMELESS POLICIES WORKING GROUP  (up to 30 minutes)—discussion 
· Homeless Policies Working Group Progress Report 
· Discussion from CAC members  
· Public Comment  

 
7. REVIEW/APPROVAL OF MINUTES (up to 5 minutes) 

8. IOLERO DIRECTOR’S REPORT (up to 5 minutes) 

9. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT (up to 15 minutes):  Public comment for items not listed on the agenda  
· Public comment is normally limited to three minutes per person, unless adjusted by the Chair. 

 
10. ADJOURNMENT 

 
11. NEXT MEETING OF CAC: MONDAY, MARCH 5th, FROM 5:30PM-7:30PM, AT PRMD HEARING ROOM 

(2550 VENTURA AVE, SANTA ROSA CA 95403) 
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Disabled Accommodation 

If you have a disability which requires an accommodation, an alternative format, or requires another person to 
assist you while attending this meeting please contact: 

The Independent Office of Law Enforcement Review & Outreach, (707) 565-1534 or email: 
Beau.Anderson@sonoma-county.org 

Please contact us as soon as possible to ensure arrangements for accommodation. 

Commitment to Civil Engagement 

All are encouraged to engage in respectful communication that supports freedom of speech and values 
diversity of opinion. CAC Members, Staff, and the public are encouraged to: 

· Create an atmosphere of respect and civility where CAC Members, County Staff, and the Public are free 
to express their ideas within the time and content parameters established by the Brown Act and the 
CAC’s standard Parliamentary procedures (Robert’s Rules of Order); 

· Adhere to time limits for each individual speaker, in order to allow as many persons as possible the 
opportunity to be heard on as many agenda items as possible; 

· Establish and maintain a cordial and respectful atmosphere during discussions; 
· Foster meaningful communication free of attacks of a personal nature and/or attacks based on age, 

(dis)ability, class, education level, gender, gender identity, occupation, race and/or ethnicity, sexual 
orientation; 

· Listen with an open mind to all information, including dissenting points of view, regarding issues 
presented to the CAC; 

· Recognize it is sometimes difficult to speak at meetings, and out of respect for each person's perspective, 
allow speakers to have their say without comment or body gestures, including booing, whistling or 
clapping; 
 

Public Comment at Community Advisory Council Meetings 

Members of the public are free to address the CAC. Public comments: 
· Should fall under the subject matter jurisdiction of the CAC (as noted in the founding documents). 
· Are limited to up to 3 minutes per person per agenda item; time limitations are at the discretion of 

Chair and may need to be adjusted to accommodate all speakers.   
    

While oral public comment on agenda items is always available during CAC meetings, the public also is invited 
to communicate with IOLERO staff and CAC members through email, which will be included in the agenda for 
the next meeting of the CAC following receipt of the email. Members of the public who would like to make 
statements that may exceed the time limits for public comment, suggest topics to be placed on future 
agendas, or suggest questions to be raised and discussed by CAC members of staff, may send an email of any 
length addressing these matters to Beau.Anderson@sonoma-county.org 
  
CAC members may not deliberate or take action on items not on the agenda, and generally may only listen. 
Should CAC members wish to deliberate on an issue raised during public comment, that issue may be placed 
on a future agenda of the CAC for discussion and possible action. 
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CAC Self-Assessment Survey:  Summary of CAC Member Responses 
 

DRAFT: 1/5/18
 

“Article II – Purpose: The purpose of the CAC is to serve as a bridge between law 
enforcement, IOLERO and various communities of the County. It also recommends possible changes to 
policies of the Sheriff’s Office in order to better reflect the considered desires of the communities.” 

1.	 How would you describe the CAC members’ understanding of the CAC purpose? 
•	 It is more clear now than a year ago. When we issued our first policy recommendation it 

was unclear (at least to me and many in the public I spoke with) whether the 
recommendation was to the Sheriff’s Office or to the IOLERO Director. It now seems 
that all our recommendations are to the IOLERO Director which I think is wholly 
appropriate. 

2.	 How would you describe the CAC members’ performance in fulfilling the CAC purpose over the 
past 12 months? 

•	 For a brand new committee in a brand new County Office, working on long entrenched 
issues, I’d say we’ve done remarkably well. A number of us have not served in boards or 
councils before and we learned quickly given what transpired politically and legally in 
the last year. 

•	 Concerns that some members haven’t been as involved in some functions and that 
Governance Comm can help by laying out clear expectations. 

a.	 Please share one or more examples of how you think the CAC has done a good job in 
fulfilling the CAC purpose? 

•	 We’ve been strong on well researched policy recommendations, and I’m 
proudest of the immigration policy shift, this was timely, essential, and could 
make an actual difference in folks’ lives. 

•	 Also Body Worn Camera policy. 
b.	 Please share one or more examples of how you think the CAC has fallen short in fulfilling 

the CAC purpose? 
•	 We have not done the outreach as well as we could have, nor really advertised 

our office to the public as I would like. I don’t think we have made enough 
headway in connecting or even being visible to the broad community. I see that 
as primarily a resource issue. All of us have “day jobs” and so the amount of 
time we can devote to outreach activities is limited. I am hopeful that the 
recently reconstituted Outreach Work Group will help us develop a better 
strategy this year. 

•	 One of the things that I personally would like to work with the Sheriff’s office 
more in on hiring staff the mirrors the population of the county. I would be nice 
if they would allow community members to be on the interview panel. 

3.	 How would you describe the quality of your participation in: 
a.	 Monthly Meetings: 

•	 Good and getting better 
•	 Would like to see more community participation on a regular basis, from 

different areas of the county. 
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b.	 Working Group/Committee Meetings: 
•	 Good…but need to be clear about how much time can be devoted to this. 

c. What are one or more things you could do to improve the quality of your participation? 
•	 Put more time into outreach; take more time to review materials and be 

prepared for meetings. 
•	 Be less shy about participating in monthly meetings. 

4.	 How would you describe the CAC’s performance in community interaction and engagement? 
•	 Not completely horrible for year 1, but we need to get better. 
•	 We have created a model of interaction at Monthly meetings that strikes a good balance 

between giving the public an opportunity to express their views and have those views 
fully considered, and have sufficient time for us to digest what we have heard to inform 
or deliberations. 

•	 We could do more if we had a dedicated IOLERO outreach coordinator. 
a.	 What would you like to see more of, less of or different in how the CAC interacts with 

and engages the community? 
•	 I would like to see us hold meetings and community forums in different parts of 

the county. 
•	 I would like to see more visibility of the IOLERO in places where people in the 

community can easily tell where to bring complaints or Sheriff’s Office concerns. 
5.	 How would you describe the working relationship between IOLERO Staff and CAC members? 

•	 Great. Because of some initial role confusion, we did have some problems sorting out 
the respective role and authority of the CAC, as individuals and a group, and IOLERO 
Staff. But it seems that these issues have been resolved 

a.	 What would you like to see more of, less of or different in this working relationship? 
•	 I would like to see increased staffing at the IOLERO. I have often not received call backs, 

and missed a subcommittee meeting due to the lack of staffing. 
•	 I’d like to get to know my fellow CAC members more. 

6.	 How would you describe the performance of the CAC Chair and Vice-Chair? 
•	 Has improved—meetings are more effective. 
•	 I think Evelyn has done a great job picking up the reins after the earlier controversies 
a.	 What would you like to see more of, less of or different in the performance of the Chair 

and Vice-Chair? 
•	 Remember to ask if there is any “Public Comment” before going to a vote. 
•	 Comment cards help us plan the meeting, but they do not have to submit them 

to speak so we have to ask. 
•	 The Chair needs to set a consistent tone. 
•	 I appreciate that she mostly defers to other members, but I would like to see 

Evelyn express her individual views on the issues a bit more. 
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7.	 Overall, looking back on the past year, describe three things about how the CAC has functioned 
(please exclude consideration of amendments to the Ordinance in our answer) that you think are 
working well, and three things that could use improvement (and suggestions on how to 
improve)? 

Working well: 
1.	 Public Comment/Hearing - it is why we are working on Homelessness policies right 

now. THIS IS HUGE. Folks have a place to go to ask about a specific area of LE policy 
and they got listened to and action was taken. 

2.	 We are a place for folks to come and challenge policies and work to have them 
changed. e.g., the Immigration/Jail Cooperation with ICE policy. 

3.	 Listening to and seriously considering each other’s, and the various public and SO 
perspectives. I think that through our method of behavior (I am trying to avoid using 
the professionalism) in how we have gone about issuing recommendations, that 
many in LE are less hesitant to work with us. I believe that many now realize that we 
are not the enemy or “cop-haters” and that we are all seeking the same thing in the 
end- a fair and just policing system that keeps civilians and LEOs safe. 

4.	 Immigration policy, discussions around the recommendations of the adhocs, more 
orderly meetings. 

5.	 Small informational meetings with Lt Naugle, 
6.	 The process by which we work on policy recommendations 
7.	 The relationship building that has already taken place between the CAC and the 

community, and the CAC and the SO 
8.	 The trainings have been invaluable! 
9.	 I think time management in the meetings has greatly improved. 
10. Meeting in small groups is better and we work well together, without judgements 

and comparisons. Our relationship with law enforcement is much smoother 
11. Identifying and working on the high priority issues 

Needs Improvement: 
1) Outreach beyond Public Comment and select tabling opportunities. Maybe some 

outreach at homeless service providers and in the Jail. 
2) Broader community involvement: perhaps invest more in social media; hold 

meetings 2 times a year in other locations; hire a dedicated/fulltime community 
outreach staff person. 

3) Follow-up and transparency on our policy recommendations. We need to make 
sure they all get onto the website and that eventually they all get some kind of 
written response this was envisioned in the CALLE report that established the CAC: 
“...recommendations will be made public so that the community is made aware of 
the recommendations. Law Enforcement will then be asked to respond to these 
recommendations by either enacting the recommendations or providing feedback 
as to why the recommendations will not be enacted. The response of law 
enforcement will also be made public in an effort to ensure the community clearly 
understands the intent and limitations of law enforcement in making changes to 
protocol.” 

4) Bringing in members of the public to work with us in our Working Groups. 
5) More preparation by members of the CAC for the meeting, 
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6) Special Meeting like we had on the immigration policy- where we had a broad 
discussion with representatives from different perspectives 

7) Advertising the IOLERO, and getting the complaint number out where it may be 
needed 

8) Further trainings, ride-alongs, and funding members to attend NACOLE or other 
relevant conferences 

9) More autonomy for CAC and there is movement on this too 
10) Better screening of new members; i.e., making clearer the role of the CAC and 

expectations of CAC members
 
11) Improve relationship with Board of Supervisors
 

8.	 Looking ahead, what are one or more thing you’d like to change that you think would make the 
CAC more effective? 

• More public engagement 
• I think a set place in the monthly agendas for BRIEF report outs by any ongoing 

Working Groups on progress or lack thereof along with an invitation to members of 
the public to work with appropriate Working Groups would be worthwhile 

• Giving us more visibility—many people are still unaware of IOLERO 
• Have greater visibility with the other law enforcement agencies in the County 
• Goal setting at thing we would like to accomplish by the end of next year. 
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Independent Office of Law Enforcement Review & Outreach 
Community Advisory Council 

Sub-Committee: Recommendations for Sheriff’s Department regarding Homeless Community 

Report Date: February, 2018 

Committee Members: Maria Pacheco, Ramon Meraz, Alma Diaz, Emilia Carbajal 

Meeting Dates: January 20, 2018 and January 31, 2018 

Attendance at Committee Meeting(s) since Last Report: N/A 

Narrative: Maria, Ramon, and Emilia met on Saturday, January 20th, to go over drafting a policy or making recom
mendations for the Sheriff’s regarding the homeless community in Sonoma County. Based on the feedback re
ceived from the community members at CAC meetings, experts, fellow member’s feedback, individual meetings 
with key organizations such as Homeless Action of Sonoma County, and note comparisons, we created 5 major 
categories to research and draft a recommendation or a policy for each.  Our goal is to narrow the recommenda
tions within the scope of our purpose: Sheriff’s Department policy recommendations on interaction and treatment 
of the homeless. They are initially as follows: 

1.	 Hiring (Maria) 
a.	 Making hiring test/evaluation process transparent 
b.	 Other recommendations as topic is researched 

2.	 Training 
a.	 Incorporating advocate/community agencies and/or people experiencing homelessness into the 

training as experts, extra input as part of cultural sensitivity/humility in hiring and/or training (Alma) 
b.	 Community policing (Ramon) 
c.	 Self -are/emotional health: Add as part of required training (Emilia) 

3.	 DMV IDs in Jail: Creating or adding the ability to apply for DMV ID in jail. Part of the booking process? 
(Alma) 

4.	 Property Storage/Valuables (Emilia) 
5.	 Other topics to explore for potential recommendations: 

a.	 Homeless Bill of Rights (Maria) 

Ramon, Maria, Alma, and Emilia met again on January 31st to go over what we have researched thus far and to 
check in on where we are with recommendations. Given the complexity of the topic, we researched beyond the 
scope of our goal but learned a lot regarding what other municipalities and law enforcement agencies are doing 
to help individuals who are experiencing homelessness or who are on the brink of becoming homeless. Within this 
research we did share useful information regarding case law, policies, programs, and training information with 
respect to police officers and how they interact with homeless individuals. 

Our conversation naturally led to inquire about the draft policy the Sheriff’s Dept. mentioned they were currently 
working on. It is unavailable at the moment. Our committee’s position is to request the Sheriff’s Dept. to present 
on the draft policy, present protocols and or internal policies with respect to officer interaction with homeless 
individuals. Our goal is not to generate duplicate recommendations that are currently in place or being drafted but 
to focus on enhancing what is being drafted or to fill in the gaps by making recommendations that are not reflected 
in the draft policy, current protocols or internal policies. We would like to have a presentation prior to the March 
CAC meeting and preferably within the next two weeks (if possible) so that we can focus our research and 
recommendations. 

Requests: A presentation by the Sheriff’s Dept. on their draft homeless policy before the March CAC meeting. 
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Property that should always be preserved 

when Sonoma County Sheriffs arrest a homeless person 


(Draft) 


-cell phone 

-wallets, purses 

-personal papers & documents 

-tents 

-sleeping bags 

~blankets 
-bags/backpacks 
-shoes 
-socks 
-clothes 
-rain gear 
-tarps 
-other cainping equipment, including camp stoves, pots, dishes & 
utensils 
-working bicycles 
-bicycle and other carts 
-vehicles 
-tools/toolboxes 
_;neJ1~ltJns 

1-8-18 

Homeless Action! meets every Monday morning 
from 9:30~11 am at the First United Methodist 
Church, McMullin Room, 1551 Montgomery St, 
Santa Rosa. Wheelchair accessible. All are 
welcome. Find us on Facebook at: 
http://bit.ly/HomelessA 

Homelud 
~ 
A~ 
So(!4@ 

~·~ 

{7()7) 
742-9 

Action/ 
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Draft Meeting Minutes 

Independent Office of Law Enforcement Review and Outreach (IOLERO) 
Community Advisory Council (CAC) 
January 8, 2017, 5:30pm-7:30pm 

PRMD Public Hearing Room, 2550 Ventura Ave., Santa Rosa CA 95403 
 

CAC Members: Joanne Brown (leave of absence), Rick Brown (Vice-Chair), Emilia Carbajal, Evelyn Cheatham (Chair), 
Elizabeth Cozine, Alma Roman Diaz, Jim Duffy, Ramon Meraz, Maria Pacheco, (two vacancies). 

1. CALL TO ORDER 
Vice-Chair Rick Brown called the meeting to order at 5:30pm.  
 

2. ROLL CALL 
All the members, with the exception of Chair Cheatham and Member Joanne Brown were present; Chair 
Cheatham arrived late; Member Joanne Brown is on an approved leave of absence.    
            

3. ANNOUNCEMENTS; ADJUSTMENTS TO AGENDA; BRIEF MEMBER REPORTS (up to 10 minutes) 
Vice-Chair Rick Brown informed the group the Member Joanne Brown is taking a temporary leave of 
absence, as she was appointed as a judge pro tem on the local Superior Court to fill a short-term 
position, and this precludes her from serving on a public body.   
 
Member Ramon Meraz introduced Commissioner Carmen Cervantes from the Sonoma County Human 
Rights Commission who was in attendance, as she serves as a liaison to IOLERO in her Commissioner 
role.  
 
Member Duffy announced that he would be tabling on behalf of the CAC and IOLERO at an upcoming 
Martin Luther King Jr. event at Santa Rosa High School and that he welcomed additional volunteers. He 
also informed the group about the annual MLK Jr. event at Community Baptist Church as another 
volunteer opportunity.  
 
Member Cozine detailed her experience with use of force training at the Sheriff’s Office, including the 
use of force simulator, and that it helped her have a greater understanding of policies and practices in 
this area. She encouraged other members to attend future trainings, if given the opportunity.  

4. SONOMA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER AND HOMELESS INTERACTIONS WITH JUSTICE SYSTEM (up to 
45 minutes)—discussion  

· Presentation by Sonoma County Public Defender Kathleen Pozzi (up to 15 minutes)  
Sonoma County Public Defender Kathleen Pozzi detailed her experience at the Public Defender’s 
Office, and her focus as Public Defender on immigration issues, homelessness, as well as mental 
health. Her office has adopted a more holistic approach to representation of homeless clients, 
who she characterizes as individuals without stable housing, by collaborating with various local 
service providers to refer homeless individuals to the “Homeless Court.” This court handles 
misdemeanor cases on a quarterly basis, and it allows for homeless individuals to have all their 
past-due fees and fines vacated in-lieu of community service, on the condition that they 
participate in the services offered by the referring agency. She detailed how homeless clients are 
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often willing to attend the court and accept community service, but there have been challenges 
with individuals participating in the services or accepting the requirements of the referring 
agencies. Each quarterly session of the homeless court process the cases of about 15 clients. 
Participating referring agencies include: Committee on the Shelterless, West County Community 
Services, Catholic Charities, and the Sonoma County Probation Department (among others). 
Public Defender Pozzi detailed her office’s participation in Project HOPE. Pozzi also described 
that her office acts as a planning partner for the proposed Roseland Village Homeless 
Navigation Center, which will offer residents of Camp Michaela/Remembrance Village 
wraparound housing and legal navigation services. She then stated that the Sheriff, Assistant 
Sheriff Randall Walker, and the District Attorney have been clear that minor, so-called “quality 
of life” crimes associated with homelessness are not a priority, and individuals should not be 
subject to arrest unless there a more serious violation such as narcotics, refusal to leave areas, 
or battery on police officers.   

  
· Discussion from CAC members (up to 15 minutes)  

Member Cozine asked how long the homeless court has been in existence. According to Public 
Defender Pozzi, the court just finished its first year and has served approximately 45 clients over 
that time. Member Cozine then asked what recommendations would Public Defender Pozzi, 
based on her experience, suggest to the Sheriff’s Office to improve their interactions with this 
population. Public Defender Pozzi stated that a best practice would be for all deputies to carry 
homeless resource guides, because she believes that many homeless people aren’t always 
aware of the full range of services that are available.  
 
Vice-chair Rick Brown asked if there are any changes in policies or practices based her office’s 
interactions with the Sheriff’s Office that would make them a better partner. Once again, Public 
Defender Pozzi highlighted how helpful it would be if deputies could carry homeless resource 
guides.  

 
· Public Comment (up to 15 minutes) 

Public Comment Speakers: 
Gregory Fearon 
Linda Picton  
Anita LaFollette  
Victoria Yanez 
Bernice Espinoza 
 
Member Cozine then asked the Public Defender if she had any insight into how difficult it is for 
homeless individuals to retrieve their belongings following an arrest. Public Defender Pozzi 
stated that local law enforcement agencies will store belongings for safekeeping, but any 
possessions not seized during an arrest are left behind and it is very unlikely that an individual 
will find them upon their release. She then detailed how her office is exploring the idea of a 
public repository where homeless individuals could leave copies of vital documents that often 
get lost during arrests, such as driver’s licenses, birth certificates, marriage licenses, military 
separation paperwork, etc. 
 
Vice-chair Rick Brown asked if the Public Defender takes up issues around unreasonable search 
and seizures during homeless sweeps, and the Public Defender indicated her office files 
procedural motions to suppress any evidence seized during an unlawful search, particularly any 
evidence which may have come from a homeless person’s tent, as that is considered a domicile 
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and afforded protections from unreasonable searches. Member Rick Brown then asked if the 
Sheriff’s Office is trained in recognizing that homeless individuals in tents are afforded 4th 
Amendment protections, and the Public Defender indicated that the Sheriff’s Office is well 
trained in this area, but she has heard of instances where an unlawful search will occur and the 
individuals is not arrested, therefore her office may never see any formal documentation that 
such an unlawful search occurred.  
 
Director Threet then asked the Public Defender to clarify whether her office has 18,000 clients or 
cases a year, and the Public Defender stated her office has 18,000 cases a year. Director Threet 
then asked if she knew what percentage of those cases were for unsheltered residents, and the 
Public Defender stated that she would like to know that number and she has asked all her 
attorney’s to document in their case management system; however, due to staff sometimes not 
entering this information given demands of their caseloads, she is unable to provide reliable 
statistics. She estimates that about 20% of her clients have unstable housing, although the 
percentage may be even higher than that.  
 
Member Pacheco then asked if the Public Defender could offer any suggestions for dealing with 
the issue of lost property that oftentimes will occur because of an arrest, and the Public 
Defender stated it would be ideal if there was an agency that would assist in retrieving 
belongings for safekeeping following an arrest.  
 

5. HOMELESS ADVOCATES, INDIVIDUALS,  AND SERVICE PROVIDERS (up to 1 hour)—discussion 
· Presentation by Adrianne Lauby of Homeless Action and homeless and/or formerly homeless 

individual(s) (up to 15 minutes)  
Ms. Lauby summarized a recent Homeless Talk report on the root causes of homelessness and 
perceptions of homeless individuals in Santa Rosa and Sonoma County, and she then introduced 
Mark Esposito. Mr. Esposito is a long-time resident of Sonoma County, a veteran, father, 
grandfather, one-time homeowner and business owner, and a former convicted felon who is 
now homeless. Mr. Esposito detailed his experiences with Sonoma County Sheriff’s deputies and 
his perception of a general level of aggressiveness and lack of compassion exhibited by some 
deputies, while other deputies go out of their way to be helpful in a manner not required by 
their duty. 
 
Ms. Lauby then provided some statistics on homeless count numbers in Sonoma County, which 
states that there are 2,835 homeless people in Sonoma County, but according to other 
estimates provided to Ms. Lauby, there are likely twice as many homeless residents in the 
county. This discrepancy largely is attributable to the annual homeless census not accurately 
counting individuals, and not considering individuals with non-stable housing as truly being 
homeless. She then detailed that homeless residents of color, e.g., Latinos, Asians, Native 
Americans, etc., represent a larger percentage of the homeless population when compared to 
their overall census numbers. She suggested that even this number may underrepresent the 
number of people of color with insecure housing, as these communities often house family 
members instead of letting them become homeless. This dynamic also creates situations where 
there’s additional household stress for these families, and these individuals may not have access 
to homeless services because they are considered to have housing. Ms. Lauby then described 
trends towards the criminalization of homelessness in cities, largely through issuing infractions 
on so-called “quality of life” crimes, such as sleeping in public places, loitering, etc. According to 
Ms. Lauby, the Santa Rosa Police issued roughly 1,100 of these types of infractions over a two-
year period. She then detailed how local shelters, in particular Sam Jones, have restrictions 
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against pets or couples sleeping together, and these restrictions, along with the generally 
crowded, unsafe and chaotic atmosphere, discourage homeless residents from using the shelter. 
She also described instances where victims of domestic violence are unable to use the shelter 
because their abuser is living there as well. Ms. Lauby then provided a list of essential property 
that the Sheriff’s Office and other law enforcement agencies should consider for storage when 
they arrest a homeless individual (see attached following minutes). Ms. Lauby then asked the 
CAC to consider bringing the following recommendations to the Sheriff’s Office: standardized 
training on homelessness, increased protection of property and storage, the adoption of a local 
Homeless Bill of Rights, and additional mental health services. 

 
· Presentation by Akash Kalia of the Palms Inn (up to 15 minutes)  

Mr. Kalia is the owner of the Palms Inn, which is located in the unincorporated area of Santa 
Rosa. He detailed his experience working proactively with the Sheriff’s Office to address previous 
issues with drug activity and prostitution at the hotel, and the development of a close working 
relationship with deputies. He then detailed the shift of the Palms Inn from a traditional 
residential hotel to a permanent supportive housing site for formerly homeless individuals and 
veterans. Mr. Kalia described a study commissioned by the Palms, which showed that in the first 
6 months of operations, residents of the Palms saw a reduction of ambulance transports by 
56%, admittance to emergency rooms and in-patient hospitalization went down by 45%, 
interactions with law enforcement reduced by 77%, and use of suicide hotlines and crisis 
intervention went down by 98%, when compared to when the residents were homeless. Mr. 
Kalia emphasized the dynamic and complex nature of homelessness, but based on his 
experience, how important mental health services are in addressing some of the core issues that 
lead to homelessness. To this end, he advocated greater support for the Sonoma County 
Behavioral Health’s Mobile Support Team, as they are limited in the hours that they can offer 
their services.     
 

· Discussion from CAC members (up to 15 minutes)  
Chair Cheatham asked if the Sam Jones Shelter similarly tracks the statistics Mr. Kalia cited, and 
he suggested that they may track but he is unsure.  
 
Member Meraz asked about the population staying at the Palms and whether they are 
permanent residents. Mr. Kalia stated the Palms is permanent supportive housing with no 
sunset date, although some individuals do transition out of the Palms into other situations.  
 
 Member Pacheco asked how many units are at the Palms and how many residents have 
transitioned out of the Palms since its inception. According to Mr. Kalia, there are 104 units and 
approximately 14%-18% of the residents have trasitioned to alternative housing. Member 
Pacheco then asked for clarification on the Mobile Support Team, and Mr. Kalia described that 
this is a program of Sonoma County Behavioral Health that will provide mobile crisis 
intervention services. He then described an experience on a ride-along with Santa Rosa Police 
Department, where he encountered a homeless youth undergoing a crisis, and Mr. Kalia was 
able to advise the SRPD officer about the Mobile Support Team as the officer was previously 
unaware of that service. Member Pacheco then questioned Mr. Kalia’s opinion of the Mobile 
Support Team, and he indicated that it was great, although there have been instances where he 
was unable to get a response from the program due to their limited hours.  
 
Director Threet described how the Mobile Support Team not only has limited hours, but also a 
limited geographic availability, as their service response tends to be clustered around Santa 
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Rosa. He suggested that limitations on responsiveness also could be due to the small number of 
staff assigned to the Mobile Support Team compared to the demand.  
 
Member Cozine thanked Mr. Kalia for work with the Palms, and recounted how her husband is a 
firefighter who is stationed near the Palms Inn, and her report that there has been a significant 
reduction in calls for emergency service in the area following the establishment of the Palms Inn 
as permanent supportive housing. She then offered her support for forming a recommendation 
to increase resources for the Mobile Support Team, given all the restrictions on hours, service 
area, etc. Member Cozine then suggested that IOLERO complaints forms be provided at 
locations that serve the homeless so there is greater awareness around the resources the office 
provides.  

 
· Public Comment (up to 15 minutes)  

Public Comment Speakers:  
Gregory Fearon  
Linda Picton 
Gerry La Londe-Berg 
Victoria Yanez 
 

6. GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE (up to 15 minutes) – discussion & possible action item 
Motion: Member Duffy moved to table this item given that the meeting was running late, this was 
seconded by Member Pacheco and passed unanimously.  
 
Member Rick Brown requested that the Homeless Working Group compile their recommendations in 
advance of the next meeting.  
 
Member Carbajal then inquired about the status of the Sheriff’s Office draft homeless policy that was 
mentioned at a previous meeting of the CAC, and Director Threet indicated that the Sheriff’s Office was 
working on a draft, although he hasn’t received a copy and he would inquire about the status.  
 

• Governance Committee Self-Assessment Survey Results (up to 5 minutes) 
• Possible discussion from CAC members (up to 5 minutes) 
• Public Comment (up to 5 minutes) 
 

7. REVIEW/APPROVAL OF MINUTES (up to 5 minutes) 
Member Cozine moved to approve the minutes as amended; this was seconded by Member Meraz and 
passed unanimously.  
 

8. IOLERO DIRECTOR’S REPORT (up to 5 minutes) 
Director Threet stated that as a result of the October fires, all county departments are expected to 
provide a weekly update on their activities which support fire recovery efforts, submit a work plan on 
how their office will continue to support fire recovery efforts over the next 18 months, and that all the 
departments were directed by the County Administrator to propose 2%/4%/6% budget reduction plans 
for the coming fiscal year because of potential budget shortfalls. He then stated that December 2017 
marked the expiration of the CAC member’s appointment to the body, and with Member Terry not 
being present at numerous meetings of the CAC, along with his inability to make a commitment to 
attending future meetings, that he did not renew Member Terry’s appointment. Finally, he detailed 
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IOLERO’s application and acceptance into the AmeriCorps Vista program, and following a successful 
recruitment, the Vista member will assist with community outreach and engagement with an emphasis 
on the Latinx and immigrant communities.   

9. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT (up to 15 minutes):  Public comment for items not listed on the agenda  
· Public comment is normally limited to three minutes per person, unless adjusted by the Chair. 

Public Comment Speakers:  
Gregory Fearon 
Mark Esposito  

 
10. ADJOURNMENT 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:01pm.  
 

11. NEXT MEETING OF CAC: MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5th, FROM 5:30PM-7:30PM, AT PRMD HEARING 
ROOM (2550 VENTURA AVE, SANTA ROSA CA 95403) 

 
Disabled Accommodation 

If you have a disability which requires an accommodation, an alternative format, or requires another person to 
assist you while attending this meeting please contact: 

The Independent Office of Law Enforcement Review & Outreach, (707) 565-1534 or email: 
Beau.Anderson@sonoma-county.org 

Please contact us as soon as possible to ensure arrangements for accommodation. 

Commitment to Civil Engagement 

All are encouraged to engage in respectful communication that supports freedom of speech and values 
diversity of opinion. CAC Members, Staff, and the public are encouraged to: 

· Create an atmosphere of respect and civility where CAC Members, County Staff, and the Public are free 
to express their ideas within the time and content parameters established by the Brown Act and the 
CAC’s standard Parliamentary procedures (Robert’s Rules of Order); 

· Adhere to time limits for each individual speaker, in order to allow as many persons as possible the 
opportunity to be heard on as many agenda items as possible; 

· Establish and maintain a cordial and respectful atmosphere during discussions; 
· Foster meaningful communication free of attacks of a personal nature and/or attacks based on age, 

(dis)ability, class, education level, gender, gender identity, occupation, race and/or ethnicity, sexual 
orientation; 

· Listen with an open mind to all information, including dissenting points of view, regarding issues 
presented to the CAC; 

· Recognize it is sometimes difficult to speak at meetings, and out of respect for each person's perspective, 
allow speakers to have their say without comment or body gestures, including booing, whistling or 
clapping; 
 

Public Comment at Community Advisory Council Meetings 
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